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1. Introduction and preliminaries. In a great number of problems of quality con­
trol, the rejection or the acceptance criteria depends on finding the Kth defective 
or Kth nondefective of items in a sample respectively. Some sampling plans, to solve 
these problems of quality control, assume that the number of inspected items is 
a constant (see e.g. [6], [7], [8]) while others assume it is a random variable ([1], 
[31, [4]). To reach decisions with respect to acceptance or rejection of a lot, single-
stage as well as many-stage sampling plans are used. For instance in [8] are given 
maximum likelihood estimates of the fraction defective (p) under the following 
three sampling plans: 
1°. Inspect a random sample of n units from the lot. Accept the lot if there are 
fewer than k defectives. Reject the lot if there are k or more defectives. 
2°. Inspect randomly selected units of the lot one at a time until either k defectives 
have been observed or until n units have been inspected. Reject the lot if k defectives 
are observed. Accept the lot if n units are inspected, provided that the number of 
defectives observed is less than k. 
3°. Inspect randomly selected units of the lot one at a time until either k defectives 
or n — k + 1 nondefectives have been observed. Reject the lot if there are k defectives. 
In all these plans k and n are predetermined numbers. In general, k will be much 
less than n. 
Considerations of this note are based on inspections from a sequence of m lots 
of inspected items and our curtailed sampling plans are similar to those in [8] (the 
same as in [1]). Thus, we deal with an attribute acceptance plan in which randomly 
selected individual units from a lot are inspected in sequence until either: 
1. an accumulated total of k defectives is found, in which case the lot is rejected, 
or until 
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2. an accumulated total of K nondefectives is found, in which case the lot is 
accepted. 
In such sampling plans, the number Y of inspected items is a random variable, 
taking the values k, k + 1, . . . , n, where 
(1) n = k + K - 1 . 
In [1] the probability p of selecting a defective in a single trial is assumed constant 
from trial to trial and trials are assumed stochastically independent. Under those 
conditions the joint probability [Y = y] , and that a lot will be rejected and the joint 
probability that [Y = y] , and that a lot will be accepted are probability functions 
of one-parameter negative binomial distributions [1], i.e. 
(2) f(y n R; p) = K " l \ pkqy~
k , y - fc , k + 1, . . . , „ , 
and 
(3) f(y n A; p) = ^ ~ M qV~*, y = K , K + 1, . . . , n , 
where A and K are events denoting acceptation and rejecting sample respectively. 
The above given distribution of the random variable Y can be applied in the case 
when the quality control was accomplished directly after the production cycle or 
when the article was not subjected to deterioration. However, in practical applica-
tions it needs maximum likelihood estimation of the fraction defective when the qual-
ity control is carried out after a certain period of time or after transport, during 
which the number of defectives can increase. 
Thus, in such a case, the maximum likelihood estimate of the fraction defective 
is not well described by the formulas given in [1] and [8]. In this case the number 
of defectives in a sample is better described by the so-called inflated negative binomial 
distribution introduced in this note. 
Let us note here that examples of phenomena well described by the inflated bino. 
mial or Poisson distributions may be found in [5], [9], [10]. 
Our extensions of attribute acceptance plans considered in [1] go in two directions: 
(a) p is a value of the random variable P with distribution function F(p), 
(b) the random variable Y is being well described by functions of probability 
functions of negative binomial distributions except for k which is inflated, that is, 
there are more observations than can be expected on the basis of the distribution (2). 
The aim of this paper is to give maximum likelihood estimations of the process 
(or lot) average proportion (p) of defectives and the proportion (a) of the population 
which follows the negative binomial distribution based on attribute samples that 
have been curtailed either with the rejection of a lot on finding the kth defective 
or with the acceptance of it on finding the Kth nondefective. The maximum likelihood 
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estimations, p and a are based on inspections from a sequnece of m lots of the in­
spected items. Using the method of linearization, we obtain linear estimates of p 
and a. Moreover, we find the asymptotic variance and covariance of considered 
estimators. 
2. The Probability Function of the Random Variable Y. The probability function 
of Y, the number of inspected items, may be expressed as 
(4) f(y; p, a) = f(y n R; p, a) + f(y n A; p, a), 
where A, R and p are as above, and a, 0 < a ^ 1, denotes the proportion of the 
population which follows the negative binomial distribution. 
Under the conditions (a) and (b) 
f 1 — a + apk , y = k , 
(5) /(^K ;P,«H ^-V-f-, , - * + • fc - 1 
(6) Д y n A; p, a) = a K 
gV"*, y = к, к + 1,...,«, 
where here, and in what follows, q = 1 — p. 
But, by (4) 
[f(y n K; p, a) , y = fc , fc + 1, . . . , K - 1 
f(y; P, a) Д y n K; p, a) + f(y n A; p, a) , y = K, . . ., n , 
so that 
(7) /(>•; р, «) = 
í — a + apfc , y = fc . 
ľ - i knУ~k y = k + 1, . . . , K - 1, c l f c - i ' 
" I - i j P 
0 elsewhere. 
>• - 1 
x - 1 
If a = V the above distribution reduces to the one considered by [1]. 
From (7) we have 
f ft 
1 - a + a pk dF(p), y = fc , 
^:l)JW- f cdF(p), y^fc + 1,...,K-1 
(8) f(y; a) = 
> - :)í> ^ " d E ^ ) + a К - 1 aV-кdҒ(р), 
>> = K, ..., n . 
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On the basis of (5), the probability of rejecting a lot is given by 
P(R) = 1 - a + a f p*dE(p) + a ^ _ | + i ([ ~_
 l\ f p Y ~ ' d E ( p ) = 
= i-« + «Et^~))fVv-'
IdE(p). 
Using the formula 
we obtain 
Í(n)PY-* = Í(l D P V " ([6]-[7]), 
z = k \zj y = k \K — 1/ 
aŽ(")ľVrгd 
z = fc \ Z 
Let us consider some particular cases: 
(i) If P is uniformly distributed, i.e. 
*G0« 
1 if 0 < p < 1 , 
0 if P ^ 0 , P à 1 , 
then 
f 1 - a + a/(k + 1) , y = k, 
(9) f(y, a) = <ak/j(y + 1) , y = k + 1 , k + 2, . . ., K - I , 
(a(k + K)/y(y + 1), y = K^K + l,...9n, 
and 
P(R) = 1 - a + oc(n - k)\(n + l) . 
(ii) If P is beta distributed, i.e. 
Pa~\l-pf~l if 0 < p < l , a>0, b>0, 
g(p) = \ B(a, b) 
0 if p S 0 , pŁ í , 
where 
then 
(10) f(y, a) = 
B(a,b)= ľ p ^ Ҷ l -pf-Ыp. 
1 - a + a. B(a + k, b)\B(a, Ъ) , y = k, 
k - 1 
B(a + k, b + y - ќ)\B(a, Ь), y = k + l, ..., K - 1, 
л í У _ J ) B(a + k, b + y - k)\B(a, b) + 
y - 1 
I +лľк_íJB(a-K + y,b + K)IB(a,b), y = K,...,n, 
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P(R) = 1 - a + a £ (W 1 B(a + z, b + w - z)/B(a, b) . 
3. Average Sample Size. In the case, when p is fixed, we have 
EY = (1 - a + ap«) k + <̂  £ ^ (J ~ | ) pV" + *t/ (K Z }) «V"* • 
Hence we obtain 
EУ- d - .)*+ĄІĄ : ;)л-'+j.(j:;) «v-} -
= (1 - a) k + a - Гl - S(p, n + 1, k) + a - S(p, д + V k - 1) 
PL q 
where w = K + k — 1, and 
s(P, «,*) = £ ("W-* . 
+ 
Putting a = 1, we get the value given in [ l ] . 
In the case, when (8) takes place, we obtain 
E Y = (1 - a) k + ak p _ 1 [ l - S(T, n + 1, k)] dF(F) 
+ aK q"1 S(p, n + 1, k - l) dF(p) . 
When P has uniform or beta distribution, we obtain, accordingly to (9) and (10), 
n n 
EY = (1 - a) k + ak £ l/(y + 1) + aK X l/(y + 1) 
y = /c J = K 
and 
EY = (1 - a) k + ak £ K ) ^(« + k, b + y - k)/B(a, b) + 
+ aK f ( ^ j B(a - K + y, b + K)/B(tf, b) respectively. 
4. Estimation of the Parameters a and T. Let us suppose, similarly to [1], that m 
lots have been subjected to inspection in accordance with the curtailed plan described 
above. Let r0 be the number of the lots that were accepted, rt be the number of the 
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lots whose sample results contained defectives and nondefectives, and let r2 be the 
number of lots whose sample results contained only defectives, so that 
m = r0 + ri + r2 . 
Let the number of defectives found and the number of items inspected be recorded 
for each lot. The sample data then consist of paired values (z,, j>,), (z2, y2), . . . 
• • -> (Zro> yro)> (k> yr0 + l)> (
k> yro + 2 ) , • • •> (fe, JVo + r J , (k> JVo + n + L = fc)> • " ' 
. . ., (k, yro + ri+r2 = k), where z{ (i = 1, 2, . . . , r0) is the number of defectives found 
in the 1th accepted lot (zt < k) and k, of course, is the number of defectives found 
in each rejected lot and yt(l =- 1, 2, . . . , r0 + rx + r2) is the number of inspected 
items. Thus z is a constant equal to k for indices r0 + 1 to r0 + rx + r2 and y is 
a constant also equal to k for indices r0 + r t + 1 to r0 + r t + r2. 
The likelihood function for such a sample is given by 
(11) <-[(*•. >•,) (z. , r , ) ] = »'•*"(! - « + «/>')" 
n(rO'v'"" ,-&,(*:.)"'"'• 
Taking logarithms of (11), differentiating it with respect to a and p, equating 
to zero, and solving the resulting equations for a and p, we obtain 
(12) a = (m - r2)/m(l - p
fc) , 
ro 
^ yj - (K + k) r0 + k(m - r2)l(i - p
k) 
(13) — J =
l 
X ,Ví - km + k(m - г2)/(l - p
k). 
The maximum likelihood estimates obtained from (12) and (13) are not linear in a 
and p. Thus, there is some trouble with their calculation. In order to get the pilot 
estimates a and p of a and p respectively, we can make a linearization similarly 
to [10]. Pilot estimations a and p of a and p can be obtained from the following 
equations 
(14) ffc = 1 - a + ap
k, 
(15) fk + 1 = akp
kq, 
where fk andfk+i are observed relative frequencies for k defectives, and k defectives 
and one nondefective respectively in a sample of size n, while 1 — a + apk and 
akpkq are the respective probabilities of k defectives, and k defectives and one 
nondefective, obtained from (5). 
Eliminating a from (14) and (15), we have 




(17) i - pk = (1 - Л) (1 - P) fc/[(i - Л) (1 - P)k+ Л + i ] • 
Putting (17) into (12) and (13), we obtain linear equations for estimates a and p of a 
and p respectively 
(18) a = (m - r2) [fk + t + k(l - fk) (1 - p)]/mk(i - fk) (l - p) , 
and 
(19) 
£ >,. - (_ + fc) r0 + (m - r2) [ A + 1 + fc(l - A) (l - p)]/(l - fk) (l - p) 
n - i f J 
X > І - fcm + (m - r 2 ) [ Л + 1 + fc(l - Л) (1 - P)/(1 - Л) (1 - P) 
Hence 
("» - ^ ) [( I Уг - fcm)Л + i + /<! - Л) ( I Уi + Kr0 - fcr.)] 
(20) ã = — ^ ì 1  
mfc[(l - Л) ( I УІ + Kr0 - fcrj - (m - r 2 ) Л + i ] 
(21) 
(1 - Л) ( I .V, - Kr0 + fcr.) + (r 0 + r t ) Л + i 
j ^ j 
m 
( i - Л ) ( _ > i - f c r 2 ) 
The asymptotic variance and covariance of the estimates a and p are given by the 
matrix M [2], where 
M 
ťa2iog_\ _ E /a
2 logLV 
õoŕ ) \ õa õp 
. <ð2 log L^ _ E ^___g L 
Cov (*,/>) 1 <г2(â),  &, p
_ Cov (&, 
doc dp 
Taking into account the equalities 
d2 Jog Ljdoc2 = - m ( l - pfe)/a(l - a + apfc), 
a2 log L\da dp -•= mkpk~'\(i - a + 6tpk) , 
m 
a2 log L/O>2 = mak2pfc~2(l - a)/(l - a + ap*) - £ y, - mk(l - a)/p<_ 
i= i 
we have 
<x2(a) = a{[EY - k(l - a)] (1 - a + ap*) - k2a(l - A) (l - p) p*"1}^ 
Cov (a, p) = ka(l - p) pk\A , 
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and 
a\p) = P{\-P){\-pk)lA, 
where 
A = m{[EY- k(l - a)] (1 - f) - k2a(l - p)pk~1} . 
The mathematical expectation EYwas given in Section 3. However, for a sufficiently 
large number of lots, the mean of the observed values Y should provide a reasonable 
approximation to EY Thus, in this case, we have 
m 
a2{&) « &{[ X yt - mk{\ - &)] (l - & + &p
k) -
/= i 
k2&{\ - &){\ - p)pk-1}lmAl, 





Ai = [ I }'t ~~ mk(1 - *)] (1 - f) - mk26t(l - p) f-1 . 
/= i 
After using the linearization (14) and (15), we get 
o2(a) = a2{[EY- k(l - a)] pfk - k(l - a)f, + 1}/A2 , 
Cov (a, p) = ccpfk+llA2 , a
2(p) = p2^(l - fk)jA2 , 
where 
A2 = m{[EY - k{\ - a)] p{\ - fk) - Mfk + 1 } . 
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S o u h r n 
VÝBĚROVÝ PŘEJÍMACÍ PLÁN, ZALOŽENÝ 
NA „ROZŠÍŘENÉM" USEKNUTÉM NEGATIVNÍM BINOMICKÉM 
ROZDĚLENÍ 
ZDISLAW RYCHLÍK a DOMINIK SZYNAL 
Článek obsahuje maximálně věrohodné odhady průměrného podílu p zmetků 
ve výrobním procesu (nebo dodávce) a podílu a základního souboru, který má 
negativní binomické rozdělení. 
Odhady jsou založeny na výběrové kontrole srovnáváním z posloupnosti m 
dodávek předložených ke kontrole při cenzorování výběru buď zamítnutím dodávky 
při výskytu k-tého zmetku nebo přijetím dodávky při výskytu K-tého vyhovujícího 
kusu ve výběru. Dále jsou uvedeny lineární odhady podílů p a a a příslušné asympto­
tické variance a k o variance. 
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